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More than a collection of beautiful poems, this 
book resources schools and churches with a vivid 
narrative that runs across both Christmas and 
Easter.
As a former primary school teacher and church worship co-ordinator, 
the author brilliantly retells the two most powerful stories of the Bible, 
making these poems ideal for special assemblies, Christmas plays and 
carol and Easter services.

The book is neither over simplistic for adults nor too difficult for children, 
but will add fresh inspiration into any public or private reading. The 
poems express the clarity and depth these special seasons bring. In 
some, the author has written as though in character, bringing a new 
perspective and intimacy to these most famous of stories.

“This little book is a great resource for church leaders like myself who 
regularly plan special services and dramas for Christmas and Easter. 
The poems have great pace and rhythm (some are especially suitable 
for children to read) and they carry the events surrounding the birth and 
death of Jesus with imagination and flair, as well as biblical accuracy. 
Whether as a single poem read in a special service, or as part of an 
ongoing narrative over several days or weeks, they will be used again 
and again. I commend this resource to you.”

– Fa i t h  Fo r s t e r
Ichthus Christian Fellowship 
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